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ABSTRACT

The neture.l charge distribution for a conical cup has been ob-

tained without approximation. Using spherical coordinates the potential
,6+ioo

u
' 6-ioo

is expressed in the form u = / r'*' A(w)P ^ (cos 0)du for < Q < Q ,

d u = / r "b(u)P (-COS Q)d.v for Q < Q < v . The two-part boundary
J 6-lfn

^

functions of v. This equation is solved by Wiener-Hopf techniques in the com-

plex y.(=v~l/2) plane. This involves: (a) factorization of the product

2P _^ (cos ) • P , .
(cos d )/ COB Tiijt in the form K (m-) K"(m,), where K (pi)

-j^+jj, —i+M'

is regular in a right half-plane and K~(m.) in a left half-plane; (b) the

asymptotic forms of K (ix), K"(|i.). The necessary results are obtained by

employing: (a) the fact that the zeros of P_ ^ (cos Q ) considered as a

function of ^ are real, symmetric about the origin and asymptotically in

arithmetic progression; (b) comjArison of K (la.) with the gamma function

of a suitable argument. From the knowledge of the natural charge distri-

bution the capacitance of the conical cup is obtained as well as the be-

havior of the chflxge densities at the apex and the circular edge of the cup.
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1, Introduction

1.1 General Considerations .

In a section of a previous report ([^pp. 66-77) we have shown how

the method of separation of variables in spherical coordinates, allied with

Wiener-Hopf techniques, may he applied to the problem of determining the natural

charge distrihution on a circular disc. It was pointed out that the particular

approach employed could "be generalized to treat the problem involving a finite

conical shell. Since this problem constitutes an addition to the finite list of

boundary value problems whose solutions can be eachiblted explicitly. It seems

useful to provide a self contained exposition of the solution. This is the

purpose of the present report.

We summarize briefly the ensuing argument. In section 1.2 we in-

clude, for reference^a sketch of the calculation for the disc which is the

limiting form of the conical shell as the semi-vertex angle becomes a right

angle. This simpler case serves as a guide in the more complicated consider-

ations which follow. In section 2 the boundfiry value problem for the finite

cone is stated and in section 3, using separation of variables in spherical

coordina.tes we construct the following integral representation of the solution

(see equations (3.6) arid (3.7)

i+loo < r < 00

di7 ,u(r,«) = 2^ / r-'' A(u)P^^(co6 Q)
^6 -loo

(1.1)

6+100

< < e„

< r < 00

u(r,«) = 2^y r"'' B(u)P^^(-cose) du

6-100 % < 9<v,

Here € Is the semi vertical angle at the apex of the cone, and the

functions, A(u) and B(u), and the number 8 = 6(0 ) are to be determined. On sub-

jecting these two integre.l expressions to the boundary conditions of the problem,

we are led to the following integral equations for A(u). (see equations (3.2^)

and (3.25)

6+100 /' .. \ 6+ioo

6-100 1 )
6 -loo

(1.2)
fi+ loo / \ 8 +ioo

6+100
f

\ £)+100

/*
r"'* )a(u)P^j^(cos «^') - -jj^-ldw = / r"" g_(u)d» 0<r<l

J ' 2n Sine P ,^os^O '"7^^ °'
^ 6-ioo

r"^ PJv)i3> 1 < r < CO
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where u is the potential of the conducting cone and where jJ (u) and g (u) repre-

sent the braced terms. Besides having the appropriate properties at infinity,^ (u)

and g (y) are assumed to he analytic in the regions Re U> 6(G ) and Re v< 6(0 )- _ — '

respectively. In this way the integral equations (1.2) are satisfied. Further-

more because of the relation of ^^(u) to g_^(y) through A(u) we have, at least

in the region of analyticity which 0+(u) and g^(u) have in common, that

(1.3) K(y -
I , e^) . iJ^(u) -^= gjo)

where
- 2nsin e

(1.4) K(u4 . e^) = -^-^P^_^(cos e^) P^_^(-cos e^).

It is at this point that Wiener-Eopf techniques become applicable.

First of all it can be shown (section 5) 'tiia'fc K(u - tt, 9 ) can be written as
2

(1.5) K(u - |-, e^) = sin 0^ z*(u - |, e^)K-(u - |, e^)
.

where (1), Z (u -
2»®o^

^^ regular for Re y> 2(9^ ) and has an algebraic growth

at infinity in this region and where (2), K~(u - ^, © ) is regular and without

zeros in the region Re P< S(9 ), and has an algebraic growth at infinity in

this region. With these results in mind it is easily seen (section 6) that equa-

tion (1.3) can be rewritten, on setting ^ = w - 2» *^^'

(1.6)8ine^KV,O^)0^(»^4^ ° - - 2

(H+|)K"c4»®o^ K'(u,e^) vi+l K"(4.«o^ K-(^,e^)

On choosing 5(6^) such that < 6(6^) < 1, it is then seen that the left

hand side is the analytic for Re i^ +^ > 8(9 ) and the right hand side is analytic

for Re ^ +^ < 6(* ). Each side is therefore the analytic continuation of the other.

Furthermore, it is shown, assuming the proper behavior of ^. and g at infinity In

their regions of analyticity, that both sides tend to zero for large ||l|. It then

follows from Liouville's theorem that each side of (1.6) is identically zero. As

a result 0^(K+^) can be found and hence so can A(u) and B(u), the latter being re-

lated to A(u) be a simple formula (see eq\iation 3.9).

In section 7 tiie integral expressions in equation (l.l) are evsiluated

by residues to obtain eigen-series representations of the potential in the various

regions. The results obtained here are checked agsdnst the known results for the

disc. In section 8 the capacitance of the cone is obtained. Again the result is

checked with the kno^/n result for the disc. Finally, in section S, we find the



behavior of the charge density at the apex and the circular ed^e of the cone.

Notes 1 to U are added to dispoee of certain questions occurring in the cours

of the proof,

1.2 A Sketch of the Method Used for the Disc .

As already mentioned the solution of the disc prohlem given in r3l»

pp. 66-77, serves as a guide for the cone problem. We proceed here to outline

the method used for the disc, highlighting those aspects of the procediire which

are important for the cone.

Let the disc he located in the XY- plane as shown in Figure 1

Figure 1
2

We require a solution to Laplace's equation^ u = 0, subject to

the condition u = u on the disc and that u together with Vn. be everywhere

*
continuous except on the disc where T7a may be discontinuous. Introducing the

customary spherical coordinates and their product solutions and taking into

acco-iont the azimuthal symmetry, we assume, on allowing the separation constant

w - 1 to be complex, that we may write

1 .6 + ioo

ti(r,e) = 2^ / r-" A(u)P^^(coeO) du < r < 00

5 e < Tr/2

(1.7)

u(r,«) ^ 2nlJ

6 + ioo

A(u)P^^ (-cos e) dp

ioo

< r < 00

tt/2:< « <TT

We also require u -> at infinity.
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where 6 = 6(tt/2) , to "be determined, is aasumed positive and where A(u) is also

to "be determined. These integral representations of -aCr.e) have "been so designed

as to avoid the singularities of the Legendre functions at = and e = tt .

Clearly u(r,e) is continuous at © = tt/2 for < r < oo. The fact that u(r,TT/2)=u^

for < r < 1 leads to the relation

(1.8) / r"" ] A(u)P.. , (0) - ^^dy = . for < r < 1,

^6- ic

where u has "been replaced by
° 6 + ioo

(1.9) ^^ =
_J /

riii 4„ < r < 1 .

6 -ioo

The continuity of ^^^^'^^ at 9 = tt/2 for 1 < r < oo leads to

6+ loo / , \6+ loo

(1-1°^ / r-" i A(u)
"'^.':

I

Vdu = . r > 1.

« = tt/2

Since it is known that

(1.11) P^i(o) = —1—^
TT (Iil.P^e63)

and

dP ^(coa e) 1

'© = tt/2

it follows that

dP (cos 0)

(1-13) Hcos Q)
-

2-^

e = tt/2 ^^2^ ^^2 " 2>

* On vaee 1 we wrote 6 = 6(9 ) where 9 was the semi-vertical angle at the apex

at the cone. For the case of the disc 9^ = Tr/2 .
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then, on calling the 'brsced expressions in (1.8) and (I.IO), g(i;), and 2 0(u)

respectively, we have

(1.1^)

and

(1.15)

(1.16)

g(y) =

0(u)

V^A(tf)

r(|+|)r(i-|)

/""
Alu(Jil

r(|)r(|-|)

In terms of these functions, equations (l.S) and (l.lO) may he written as

,6+ ioo

< r < 1/6- ioo

6+ ioo

/ r- 0(

I -^ 6 - ioo

u) du = r >1

Assuming that, .

1) g(u) is analytic in the region Ee u 5 6 (tt/2) and that as \v\ ->oo^

g(u)'»U~^, with p > 0, in this region,

2) f){v) is analytic in the region Re u > 6(tt/2) and that as |u| ->ooj5(u)i*i>'"^

with q > 0, in this region, then the equations in (1.16) will he satisfied. To

emphasize the fact that these assumptions have been made we shall write g(i?) as g (y)

and jj(u) as (i?). Now because of the form of ^{v) in equation (1.15) we can write

the expression for g (j) in (1.14), at least for Re u = 6(tt/2), in the following form

(1.17) ej«) = - ^+ ^J") K-(l, -
I . it/2) E*(» -

I . "/Z) .

r(i-a /ViJ fiil
K (u - t/2) =

^2 2'

Hi - |) r//
a,vi

/ ' V

(1.18)

.^»-|.v.= ^,
(compare with (1.5))



It is importsLTit to note that,

1) K (w- -, irfZ) is regular in the region Reu> 0, and is asymptotically u"^'^ ^^ i i

approaches infinity in this region.

2) 'K'{v-— , tt/2) is regular in the region Re w<l, has no zeroes and is asymp-

totically (-v)~ ' as |u| approaches infinity in this region.

Now, (1.1?) cein "be rewritten as:

(1.19) = + -|
\

- ^ =
K-(u - \ , tt/2) " Lk"(u - i

, tt/2) K-(- i
, tt/2) J

0^(u)k'-(u - \ .TT./2)

" K-(- I . V2)

where the left hand side is regular for Re u less than the first positive root of

K~(u - - , tt/2), [in this case, at u = 2, from (l.lSfl and where the right hand side

is regular for Re u > 6 (tt/2) > 0. Thus if we choose 6fTT/2i such that Bip/ZX 2,

then each side is the analytic continuation of the other. Furthermore if we assume

merely that g (w)<vu~-^ where P > "p and ^ (i>)vu ^ where 1 < p . then applying

Stirling's formula it is seen that both sides vanish at Infinity. Invoking

Liouville'a theorem, we can conclude

(1.20) i>(v)

fl^ y k"^(u - ^ , tt/2)

and hence hy (1.15) -,

^ u K-'(u -
I . V2)

* To see this it is only necessary to apply Stirling's formula.

* It is actually necessary to take 6(^) < 1, in order that we may he ahle to solve

for g (i>). Note that (k~(u - -x ,tt/2))~ is zero at w = 1.

"** Note that conditions 1 and 2 on page 5 are thereby satisfied.
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Thus.

(1.21) k{v) =-2. 22 2 2
V

or equivalently,
(from {1.18))

For the case of the cone, as already stiggested "by equations (1.3) and

(l.5)t we Bhall arrive at an equation completely analoeous to equation (1.1?) ex-

cept sin Q'K (v - —
, )«K~(w - :r , © ) will appear in the place ofdo £.

K (u - -r, tt/2)'K~(u - -r , Tr/2). From this equation on, all general considerations

go throti^h as in the disc case except it is much harder to factor the coefficient

of (1.17) into sin Q K (» * ^ , ) K~(u - -»Q ) where the K>a have the proper-

ties 1) and 2) mentioned on page 2, We proceed now to the detailed treatment of the

cone proljlem.



2. Statement of the Problem

Let C be the finite right conical shell, shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2

We asstune that the generators of the cone make an angle 6 = 0^,(0<e^<Tr) with

the z axis and for convenience^that the slant height of the cone is unity.

In the spherical polar coordinates

X = r sin Q cos

(2.1) y = r sin Q sin

z = r cos e,

the surface of the cone is given by,

(2.2)

X = r sin Q cos
f>

y = r sin Q sin

z = r cos ©^ ,

where <^ r 5 1 end < ©^ < it



For C we propose to solve the following boundary value problem:

Find a function u(r,e), satisfying Laplace's equation which is subject to

the conditions

I. (a) u(r,e^) = u^, for < r < 1, where u is a constant,

(b) u(r,©) is continuous for < r < oo and < < tt

(c) vu is continuous for all r and © except possibly on

cone; © = 6 ; 0<r^l

(d) Lim u(r,©) = uniformly in ©, -^ © < n .

r->»

Writing laplace's equations in spherical polar coordinates and

taking into account the fact that u is independent of the azimuthal angle,

^, we get:

The physical significance of the problem is the following: a. charge,

Q,, say, is placed on a conductor of the shape in questionjand allowed to distri-

bute itself freely. An electrostatic field of potential u(r,©) is thereby set u

with the conducting cone as part of the equipotential surface u = u in this

field. The relation between u and ^ can be found after the problem is solved^

for if cu is the charge density on the cone, C.then the surface integral

/ uu ds over the cone is equal to Q,. Since w can be computed in terms of u ,

at the completion of the problem, we can arrive at the relation betv/een <^ and

^(r.e)= ^*^M ^
« r2

on a sphere of ^.arge radius centered at the origin. Emtploying Gauss' theorem

which states that the surface integral / |^ dS over a surface enclosing a

charge distribution is W^, it is easily seen that

(2.3) Lim
i>»/-t dS = -/m«> dfl = -«q

where dO. is the solid angle subtended by a portion of S at the origin. Since

A(©) will involve u we again can find the relationship between ^ and u .

o

* Because of the syametry of our problem about the r-axis we ass\ime that u is

independent of the azimuthal angle of the spherical polar coordinate
system (z;.!)



Incidentally, once this is done, we can calculate the capacitance of the

finite cone.

3. Representation of the Solution .

Employing the method of separation of aria'blea we set •a(r,d)=E(r)S(e).

By the usual method we arrive at the two equations

(3.1) r^ ^ + 2r g - p(p+ 1) R= 0,

dr

(3.2) teC^i'^ «
tl)

* p(p* 1) s = 0, o<©<TT.

Here p is permitted to he complex. Th'ns a solution of equation II is

(3.3) V (r,«) = —^3- P (cos «)
P j^r P

Where r'^P*^' satisfies (3.1) and where P (cos Q) satisfies (3.2). P (cos Q).
P P '

for -1 < cos 5 Ijis defined for all complex values of p by an integral expression,

the so-called SchLilfli integral expression, [Z'^l page 191. equation 15J
•

P (cos Q), given in this manner is an entire function of p for -1 < cos d < 1.

P

Now if P (cos Q) satisfies (3.2) then so does P (-cos Q). This
P P

statement follows, for Instance, from the equation

(3.H) Pp(-cose) = COB pTTPp (cose) + ^ °^^P^ Qp(cose),

wherej)^ 0,± 1, ± 2, ... ([2] page 56, Eq.7),

Here (^ (cos Q) is the Legendre function of the second kind, and P (cos O) is
P P

the Legendre function of the first kind. For our purposes it is sufficient" to

know that Q (cose), -1 < cos < 1, is a solution of (3.2) which Is linearly
p

independent of P (cos Q), From (3.^) we can then assert that P (-cos Q) is a

solution of (3.2) which is not linearly dependent on P (cos ©). Thus, as
P

another solution of Laplace's equation we have, provided p / 0, 1 1, 1 2, ...

(3.5) W^(r.O) = -^ P (-cos 9) ^
0<«<TT
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Note that P (cos Q) Is regular except at Q = tt, and P (-cos 9) is regular
P P

except at « = 0.

Letting p + 1 = u, we proceed to construct, formally, a solution

of the "boundary value problem "by stiperposin^ the T^^,! (r,©) and the W , (r,0)

in the following manner:

(3.6) u(r,e) = ^'/ r-" A(.,) P_,(cos O) du < Q < Q^i(r,e) = gW r"" A(.;) P^^(cos O) du

(3.7) u(r,«) = 2^ / r'" B(») Py_i(-co8 O) du

< r < 00

« 5 < TT

< r < 00

Note that 6 will in general he a function at Q , the semi-vertex angle of the

cone. The use of P^^(cos 6) in (3.6) and P^j^(-cos Q) in0.7)avolds singular-

ities in the Legendre function at = 0, Q = v, respectively, while admitting

a possible discontinuity at d = © . Here A(u) and B(u) are unknown functions

which we propose to find by imposing on (3.6) and (3.7) the conditions given in

I and II.

First of all the condition that Lim u(r,e) = 0, uniformly in Q,

r->oo _.
s-ugrests that we take Ee u = 6(0 ) > 0; for on factoring out r~ from the above

integrals, the desired effect is seen to obtain provided the remaining integral

expressions are bounded In Q. In order that u(r,©) be continuous across the

infinite cone Q = Q , < r<oo we must have

'^'(/"' [*'"' =-!'(3-8) =^ .; r-" \aM P_,(o<,s 8^) - B(») P^^C-cos S^) a»

for < r < 00.

Inverting this expression by the Mellin-transformation we get formally that

(3.9) A(u) Pj^i(cos 0^) = B(u) Py_i(-co8 0^)

Incidentally, it will be noted that when © = tt/2, that iSj the cone degenerates

to a disc, Py_3^(cos tt/2) =
^^i^®^

= P(-cos tt/2). As a result A(u) = B(y) and

it follows, when we are dealing with the special case of the conducting disc,

* See[2], page 137.

Once and for all we shall designate the contour of integration which is parallel

to the Im o axis at Ee » = 6, by C.,
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that we may write

u(r,e) = 2^y^^A(u) P^^dcos Ol)

The pro"blein of the conducting diac has already "been treated in this manner

(see eqiiation (1.7), pa^e 3). In most of what follows we shall employ the

methods used in solving the disc problem as a guide in obtaining results for

the cone and as a check on the final results.

Now condition I-c tells us that Vu(r,e) must he continuous for all

points not on the cone, that is Vu(r,9) must he continuous across the surface

6 = ©.l<r<0D, AssTiming we may interchange the operation of integration
0'

and differentiation with respect to r and ©*, it is first of all apparent by an

inspection of (3.6) and (3.7) that -r- * is continuous for all r, < r < oo,

inly necessary to discuss T5-y.(r,9). How for < r < oo

1^ u(r.e) I
= 2^ /r-^ B(.) ^ P^,(-cos ,)\ d.

(3.10)

(3.11)
!©=©+€

The Jump in |^ as the cone Q = Q^ is cros

of corresponding sides of (3.10) and (3.11), so that the condition that

— u(r,e) be continuous across Q = ©^ for 1 < r < oo, results in the follow-

ing relation:

(3-12) = ^ fr-'l^M ^ P^i Cco» «) - B(„)
f^

P^,(-=o, e^
I

du

Q=Q

for 1 < r < 00.

If we set

^IJ)H^) = rfA(u) 1^ P^^ (cos Q) - B{v) 1^ P^i(-cos Q)U

then at least on Re t> = 6(©^), we have from (3.9),formally, that,

Actually interchanging integration with differentiation here, for the contour d^
,

does not appear permissible; the procedure here should be regaraed as purely

heuristic. The solution which we obtain later will be subjected to an independ-

ent check, (cf, Note 3.

)
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or

These expressions for )6(i>) can "be further simplified, for letting, x = cos Q,

we have — =-Bin©— =- ^1-x ^ . Now the expression (3.1'+) involves the

Wronskian of P .(cos Q) and P ,"^C08 ©). Denoting the ejqpressionsin the braces

in (3.1A) by w|P^i(cos «^).P^^(-cos e^)]. we get in terms of x.

(3.15) w[p^^(co8 e^).P^i(-cos qJ\
= -VC? w[p^,(x).P^^(-x)]

But equation (3.^)t in our present notations, tells us that

(3.16) Pj^i(-x) = cos (u-I)tt P^^U) + 8in(i>-l)TT Vl^^^ " 5^ °' -1.-2....

Thus on substituting into (3.15), we get

' 2

(3.17) w[p^^(cos e^). P^i(-cos qJ\
= - ^-^ sin (.N-Dn v[p^,(x).^^(x)] •

Now,

(3.18) v[p^^(x).Q^^(x)]= -^2 , ([2] page 63) ,

so that we have finally,

(3.1C) wl>^,(=o. .„).P^,(-cos «„g . ^0m - iJi^
.

The expression ior ^(v) then becomes,
fl sin TTi? B(i?)

J 2tt sin e P '(cos ) # or

L2n sin Q^ P^^(-co8 Q )

Thus far conditions I (b),("c) and (d) have been imposed on the integral

eacpressions given in (3.6) and (3.7). Condition I (a) imposed on (3.6) yields



m-

2niy o -•

However

< r < 1

< r < 1,

as can be easily seen "by

v-plane

is-//?

Figure 3

evaluating the integral in the right hand side "by residues, over the path

shown in figure 3, and talcing the limit as J>> oo . Setting

g(u) = A(u) P^i(co8 0^) -(3.23)

we have hy virtue of (3.21) and (3.23)

/
2.) at

fr-^ 0(u)

(3.2i;)

Also, from (SJA) and (^13) we have

(3.25) /r"'' 0(u) di>=

< r < 1

1 < r < 00 .

We are thus led to the prohlem of solving the pair of integral equations,

involving A(u) and B(u), given in (3.2^) and (3.25)
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k. Solution of the Integ;ral Equations of Section 3

Starting with equation (3.25) and assuming merely that (l), 0(8 + Pe '^)

is analytic for p > p and that (2), lim 0(6 + Pe^P)—> uniformly for
° P->oo

in JfZ 5 5 - Tr/2 i
then "by an argument similar to that used in proving Jordan's

Lemma, it can be shown that

(U.l) Lim f r-(« * P*^^^
0(8 + Pe^^) Pe^l^ d0 ->

P->ooJ,
P

uniformly in for - tt/2 $ ^ Tr/2i provided 1 < r < co. Thus the contour in

equation (3.25) is equivalent to the contour shown in figure k helow, as p—>ao«

¥~ plane

S'iP

Figure h

Now if we further assume 0(6 + Pe '^) is analytic for all p, 5 P < oo

and - tt/2 5-^1^ tt/2. then by the method of residues we see that equation (3.25)

is satisfied. To remind ourselvds of this assumption we shall write 0(tf) = 0, (ij).

where the plus sign indicates regularity of 0(u) in the region Eetf^ ^^^q)* Having

thu9 specified the "behavior of (u) in tins region, we know we can continue (u)

somewhat into the region to the left of the line Re i» = 6(© ), So much for equation

(3.25) at least for the present.

Turning now to solving (3*2^) it can be shown that, in the limit, the con-

tour in equation (3.2^) is equivalent to the conto\ir shown la figxire 3. provided

only that (l), g(u)—> uniformly in for tt/2 < < 3/2tt and for 0<Ee u<6(9q) ,ASp-r<

and that (2) g(u) is regular for Re u^6(© ) . Thus if we assume g(tf)

We shall assume 0(i?) has a suitable algebraic growth at oo for instance 0(tf)'^'u~'l

for some nrimber <I > 0. Act-oally q will turn out to be l/2.

*• It Is hoped that no confusion will arise from the use of In the expression 0(w),

and its use as a geometrical quantity in the combination pe ^. (see Figure U.)
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to be regular in the entire region Re U£ 5(0q) and of algebraic growth

at infinity in this region (i.e., g(u) behares like u~^ at infinity where

p is some positive number), then from the theory of residues equation (3.24)

is satisfied. In analogy to the notation we have used for |5(u) we write g(u)=g_(u)

to emphasize the fact that g(u) is analytic in the region Eei?< 6(0^). Now since

the region of analyticity includes the line Re w = 6(© ) it is possible by analytic

continuation to extend g (v) somewhat into the region EeurtC^^). Then at least for

the region of analyticity which ^ (») and g_(w) have in common we can write, using

(3.20) and (3.23)

(4.2)
2rTsinO

- Vi(-=°^ "o^ Vi(°°^ "o^ K^""^ - -i = ^-^"^-
sintT V

In order to motivate the following section let us consider the

coefficient of ^_^(u) in equation (4.2). Calling this coefficient K(i>- 1/2,0^),

we have

(^.3) K(t? - 1/2.©q) = 2n^n«̂
P^l(cos Q^) P^i(-cos 6^) .

sin TTU

Setting Q = v/z this expression should reduce to the correspondinf esrnressic

in the disc problem. From [2] pa^e 63 we know that

(4.4) .1^^)
v/^

.r(i/2+ u/2) rci- "72)

AlsOjSiji TTW = sin 2n(u/2) « 2Birm(u/2) • sinT7(l/2-i;/2)

^2

r(^/2)r(i- ^/2) r(i/2 - "/2)ni/2 + hz)

On substituting^ into (^»5 ) we get the expression

(^.5) Z(i>- 1/2,tt/2)
r(u/2)

r (1/2^^/2)

Jlll/ 2 -u/2)

r (1W2)

which checks with the coefficient at ^^(u) in equ^^ition (1.17), page 5,

Now in trerting the disc problem it was pointed out that the first

factor is regular and has no zeros for Re w > 0, and secondly, that it has an

algebraic growth in this region as \w\-> 00. Similarly the second factor is
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anflljrtic, has no zeros, and has an al^etraic growth as
|
w| -> oo for all v such

that Re u < 8(tt/2) . Considering now the more general expression for K (tf-l/2,© )

given in equations (^.3) we shoidd like to effect a corresponding factorization

in this K(u - l/2, Q ). Let us for reasons of symmetry rewrite (h.j) as,

sin tt(h+ 1/2) '

(^.6)

= 2 sin 0^ r (m* 1/2) r(l/2-^^ P_i/2^(cos e^)P_^/2^^(-cos 0^),

where we have set v = l/2 + M-.

In view of what has been said above we want to write K (|j.,© ) in the

form

(^.7) K(n,«^) = sin «^ Z*(^,Q^) K"(n,©^)

where, (l), K (\x,Q ) is regular for Re (p, + l/2) ^ 6 (0 ) and has an algebraic

growth at oo for \i. in this region, and where (2),Z (m-.^.) is regular and

without zeroi in the region Re(|ji + l/2) < 6(0 ), and has an algebraic growth

at 00 for p. in this region. It will be shown in the next section that such a
+ —1/2

factorization is possible and that for Re tx ^ 0, Z (|a,,© )~conBt ji ' atsl^\-9«^

whereas K~{\x,Q ) ~ const . (-p,)
" '

, Be p, ^ 0. This result will be obtained

in three steps. First of all, the behavior of the zeros of ^_i/2+iS- '^°^
*o^

in enuation (^^.6) will be investigated. Secondly
^-i/?+li ^°°^ ^o^

^^^

R-i/o. (-cosO ) will be written in the form
l/2+|jl

(i.8)
^-1/2-Hi

^°°^ ^^ " ^-1/2^°°^ ®o^
k*(n,«^) k-(M.,«^)

where the k 's %nd k'~'s vrlll be certain infinite products having zeros in the

hs,lf planes Rep.^ and Rep>0, respectively. Thirdly. K (p,e ) and K~(p,,« )
»

* see page 6
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will te defined as

( K-(n.9^) =7^P_^/2^cos(Tr-«^^)e-^^^^ni/2-^)kI(u.«^)k"(M..TT-0^)

where f (u.) is so determined that the growths of K Bnd f are algebraic in

the proper regions.

The next section will te subdivided into three subsections corres-

ponding to each of these steps.

5, The Expansion at P . /_ . it x) as an Infinite Product

5.1 The 2ero« of -p^^^^ ^(± x)

We begin by listing some properties of Legendre functions. From [ij ,

pages 188-9, we have P (z) = ^_(j^i)i^) ^o^ all z in the circle |z- 1 | < 2 and

so in particular for -1 < x < 1 we have PyCx) =
^_(^l)(^^ • ^^ setting

» = p, - 1/2 we get

Vl/2^^^ = %-V2^^^ •

(5.1) or

Vl/2^"°^ ®o^ = Vl/2 ^°°^ ^0^ •

where x = cos G . We can therefore assert, that for fixed
®o.^^_i/2^^^

^^ ^
even function of ik . From this result we can immediately conclude that if hi^^)

is a zero of P,_i/2^''^' ^^''^ "'^®o^ ^^ ^^° ^ "" °^ ^u-l/2^^^*

Now it is known ([2], page 70) that all the zeros of P^_-l/2^^^ ^"

real and simple, i'rom page 7I of the same reference, for 4, real, positive and

large compared to 1, and < 6 < ©^ < Tl-e , we have,

^^ +1/2)9^ -tt/U)|i + (^"5/^)1 .

It follows that, for very large positive ^ , the zeros of P (cos 6^)

are given asymptotically by »

c(e )

(5.3)
f-'

-1/2 + g- Ca-^ 3/^) +-^. o<t<©o<^-t .

(5.2) Pf(cos9^)=B^cos

Actually neglecting terms of 0(n~"), ^ can be given more precisely by

cot 0.

^ (n+VU) + zr^ =2 .+ (i^r )

^ --/-^'-^^^'
%e„H-^W.)]

This result is from a paper entitled "On the Numerical Calculation of the Roots of

p"(M.) = oh, by Bholanath Pal in the Bulletin of the Calcutta Mathematical Society

Vol. IX, March 1919, Page S8.
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Now letting ^ =-l/2 +|iA., the zeros of P^_i/2^°°s ®o^ ^® ^^^'^

asymptotically

It must, however, not "be asBiamed that the mth positive zero for large

m is given by setting n = m in i^.k). To see this, note that for © = tt/E the

footnote on page 18 tells us that the zeros of ^_ii2+^^^ ^® 2(n+3/U) up to

terms order n~ . Now we also know from [2], page 63, on setting ^ = -l/2+U^

that

(5.5) P (0) = j/n ^ s/lL

r(i+5/2)r('i/2-^2) ir3/i^+^2)iT3/»^*y2)

Thus for this case all the positive zeros of P -1/0+^(0) are given exactly by

M-' = 2(n+3A) n = 0, 1, 2, ....

thus tjJ is the first zero of P ^ ,_. (O).
-1/2+

Now on setting n = m-1 and setting M^ , = M-- , we have
m^l m*

M. = 2(m-l/4) m = 1, 2, ....

This equation suggest all the positive zeros of P n/o+u.^*^®^ ®o^
*^^®

given for large m by

(5.6) i^(e^)/v^ (m-i/U) +—^ . o<e<©Q<TT-fc

where the mth zero is |kX(e^), This last fact is actually the case, as canmo -w »

be readily verified graphically (
[l+j page 108, figure 58)*,

'i\irning now to P__^ y^^j^-cos©^ ),we set tt - 9^ = }f , It follows that

the large positive zeros P_i/2+ii~°°^®o'' ~
^-l/2+»i°°® "^o^

^^® given approximately

by

* The author is indebted to Professor W. Magnus who has kindly supplied an analytic

proof of the fact that MtC©.) is a continuous function of 6 and is monotonically

decreasing as Q goes from to n. Combining this result with the information on

the zeros of P#(0) and the fact that the zeros of P i/p+J^c) are simple, we have an

analytic proof that the mth positive pero is U>(9 ),m
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Because, as already mentioned etove, P - / (+ x) Is an even function of jx for

fixed X, the negative zeros of
'^^•\l?+

^'^ ^^ ^^^ obtained from these positive ones by

reflecting about the imaginary axis in the |j, plane.

5.2 The Factorization of I*_i/2+ (^) ~ "^^^ Asymptotic Behavior of the Factors

It can be shown*, as suggested by {5.5) that we may write

(5.6) P.,/3,^(cos «„) = P.,^,(cos e„) % (1* ^-^,)
.'=^>

5, (1- ;^)e ^*"°'

and

(5.3) P../3.,(- «o) " ^I/3("=^o> i<-^' -^ f/- i^)
.^^

Let us call the first infinite product appearing in (5.8) k (ji-.Q ) and the

second k"(M.,« ). Similarly in (5.2) we write, k'*"(n,X), and k"(^jL,X,^ for the
O

first and second infinite products respectively. For OTir future purposes it

will be necessary to know the asymptotic behavior of k (^-,6 ) and k (m.,X) in

the half plane Ee(M.+l/2)2.6(e^) and of k"(M.,e^), k'C^..^^) in the half plane

Ee (M.+l/2)£6(e^).

''onfining our attention to k (|j.,e ) we shall compare the growth of

k (^At6^), for large \i.t with the growth of the infinite product

^o^ 1
00 e pi ~2- /(i».i)

L^) =
Jj^ (l+-^/(in-i;-))* e " .In turn, L(u), can be related to the

Gamma ftmction. In fpct we have

(5.10) £an^.^4-(a.l).f^ ^^
where \v(z) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function 1 (z). Taking

z = and a = - l/i;, we get

(5.11) l(^)=_l—Uiii . e " =17, (u-_M. je'"
e ^ • ° m=l '!!_,_ w;,N 5

^o

which gives the (3esired relation of L (u) with the Gamma f mction. Now form

the ratio E(m,), of k (m-.O ) and L(u). Thus

* See N.ote 1.
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(O

(5.12) 11(h)
in=l ' m o '

l(:it

(m-l/i^)

Taking the logarithm of both sides and adding correspondii^ terms we get

00

log R(ti) = YZ. loe
1B=1

00

in=l

(j- (L/*) " ^^)

'^'^^^
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„,„ ,^,.«, nm_,<e,,^&<«o>^'"'/^0

A Bimilar treatment of k (m..>^). k'CM-t^ )t Ic'Cm-.^) yields;

0- Y 0- Ee (I >

Re ^ <

5.3 The Factorization of the Coefficient K(u,,e ).

From eqofltion (^.6) on page 17 we know

(5.16) K(n.e^) = 2 sin e^ R^^ + 1/2) r(l/2-tx)P_^/2^^(co8 Qo)P_i/2^(co8 ;i: )

From (5.8) and (5.9) we have

(5.17) I(^x,«^) = Bin Q f/2P_^^2(°°« «o)^(l/a*•^^)e^^^^k'*(^i,9^)k'(^l,:^^)| X

r/a>_^/2(°°«^^r(l/2-^i)e"^^^V(Kt,9^)k"(M.,Xo)

where the f (|j.) will "be so determined as to render the "braced terms alge'braic in

their "behavior at infinity. Let us call the first "braced term K {\x,Q ) and the

second K~(u,,e ), From eqriation (5.15)K (p..© ) is asymptotically, in the region

larenl < tt/2 ,

'

E*(^.9^)^/^.^^2(cos 9,)A(9,)A(^^)
eT^'^'^^^I

^

r(-i-+3/Mr(^^+3A)

r^(3A)exp\/. (^*^)i(3A)*^3(e^).^B()^^) f(y-)

where the factor in "braces, which we shall call P, has yet to be expanded

asymptotically.
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Now this factor, "by Stirling's formula , is asym^jtotically

Q Q

1 7,
^^

It follows that, asymptotically, in the region |arg p,| "S it/2

If A-O

X" J\^[^ * ^)«3/U) * !2b(«„) ^ ^()^„) - ^ 10. ^ -^s^
10.

|o
j
, ,^)j

Now the square hracket is a constant which we designate by t. Then setting
f(vL) = -tv- , we have,

(5.18) K^^.O^)J ^/^^ P-l/2(cos9,) ^(^^j ^^ ^-.L-'/' . Re^ > 0.

Since now, K**"(-m,,0^) = K'iy,'^^), (see equation 5.17 and beginning of section 5.2),

(5.19) X-(^,9^)J 1^^/^)
P-l(2(cos?L,

) ^(^^j ^( ;6^)|(.^)-^/^ , Re^x<

We have thus succeeded in expressing K(li,© ) in the form

(5.20) K(u) = sin 0^ l^{y.,Qj l!rip.,Q^)

where K (p.,9 ), K"*(|ji,© ) enjoy the properties mentioned on page 18.

.

) /v 33 for |arg u
| < tt

/2n
R-- "

-''
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6. The Calctaatlon of A(tf)iB(p) and 0(p)»

From equation (^.2) on setting p. =• V-l/2 we get

2ns ine ^ Hn 1

^ 2

which in conjunction with the equation (^4.3) and (^^.7) yields,

(6.2) sin 6^ K*(n,OQ)r(n,e^)f^(ti) - —5:
= G>) •

Here we have set

and ,

g_(^i + |) = G _(m,)

Since JJ (h^ + 2^ is assumed to "be analytic for Ee(^L + 3^ - ^^®o^^

and g (m. + |) is assumed to be analytic for Re(|ji "^
2) - 5(e^),[cf. p.lSj ,

it follows

that ^ (m.) is analytic in mi for Re ^i ^
^^^o^" 2 ^^ ^-^^^ ^^ analytic ia p. for

He ^i< Me^) -|-
rividing (6.2) through hy Z"(M.,e^), we get

u
sin e K*(n,e ) i^^(i^) - r-^ = G (tx

)

/k" ((x , G ) .

+ /... i\,r-r a ^ - °
(|j.+ |)K (^.,e„)

or, rearranging,

X % G (^t) %
(6.3) sin e K'-(^i,e )5. (^x)- = —r • hr""^ ^T"^—

° ° * (M,+l/2)K-(-l/2,e ) K (^.,6 ) (n+i) K (-1,9 ) , K (^.,6^0' '-^
' ' ^' \ • -r '

•- '

It will he noticed that (6.3) has heen so written that the left hand side is

analytic for IteM'> 6(© ) - l/2 for any 6(6 ) > whereas the right hand side is

analytic for EeM< 6(Q ) - l/2 provided 6(9 ) is so chosen that E~(i-.,e ) has no
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teroB in Ren < 6(e^)-|. Now K"(h.9^) = 2P_^i^icoBX ^)r(^p.) •e~^^]!ri^,e^)k~{n,XJ

BO th8,t K~(m.,9 ) has only positive zeros, i.e., those of k~(ix,6 ) and k~(M., Z).

The first positive zeros are m.. (6 ) and [^.AJL ){cf. equation (5.6)). These zeros

X t in the following manner.

cos 6
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Note, since (K (m,,6 ))~ is zeroless for Rep> - -r , that ^ (m.) is analytic for
1 ° T" <; +

EeM'>- - . SulDstituting 2._^(m.) into (3.20) page 1^ (setting p. = w - l/2) and

solving for A(u) we get

2TTUO . Vl^°°^^o^ ,

'

Z"(-l/2,e ) U3inTTwK'*"(tf-l/2,6 )

Similarly,

(6.6) B(i,) = -:^-^^— . ^.1-/°°^ V
K~(-l/2,e^)

usinTTuZ*(w-l/2,e^)

Now

P^^(cos/^) = P.,/2^^(cos;^^) = P_^/2(cos;i^)k*(^../^)lc-(^.>i^)

p^^(cos e^) = P.i/2^(cos e^) = P_i/2(co3 e^)k*(^..e^)k-(^..e^)

and

sin tt(^x+1/2) = cos ttv. =
p^/^,Jp(i/2^) ^

80 that froir. (6.5) above pjid equation (^.9) page 18

2u^ r(l/2+vL)r(l/2-n)P / (cosX)lc"(^t,>^)k*"(M. e )

A(^+l/2) = - ' * rllAl 2

/2 P_i/2^°°^ %)^~<^-^/^*^o^
(ti-H/2)r(l/2^ja)e"^"'(,a,e^)k'*"(nX^)

2u^
^

/2 T^^i^JcoB ^^)P(l/2-^)e-V 1c"(^l. y-^)k^(^..e^)

(y2)\^^2^°°«^o^^'^"^/^'^o^ f (M,+l/2)k*(tx,e^)k~(n.O^) .-

%
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= X

Fcfw for |jt = i>-l/2, from page 18, we have

As a check on these results let us see wlmt happens at © = tt/2

K-(i^,e^) =y2P_^/2^°°^^o)*" ni/2-n)k"(pi.©^)k-(n,TT-e^) ,

where t = -

(see page 23) » ai«i where

(
!o +?^) ^(3/1,) + !o

B(e ) +^B(e ) _^iog^-^iog?a

v(3/^)ti 00 , M-

fo/^Oe
-^ 3Ill^* TT_,^w^j

^"
=-(m-l/M

e ^ ' '

(see page 21,(5.12)). At G = tt/2 we have

(6.9) t - - [v (^) + log 2]

(6.10) k-(^x.TT/2) = '

^^/^^^ '

8 that

(6.11) r(^,TT/2) =v/2 P ,/,(0) r'tf) n^^^-^^ ^^
-'^2 "^ p2(3/^/2)

Setting Ha = -a-lfZ

2"n2(a)n .Pw.(o)
K-(u-1/2,tt/2) = —J ^

1 ^^-'^J -V2

r(i-"/2)

Now from pa^e 19, eqimtion (5.5)^

so that

(continued from previous footnote)
Note also that G (|j,) is analytic in \i. for Eejo, < l/2 since the first pole

at K"(|ji,« ) occvirs at n = l/2. It follows g_(^+l/2) is analytic in (kL+l/2) for

Re(M,+l/2) = Reu < 6 < 1. Since now ^_j_(|j-) is analytic for Rsm, > l/2,then 0_^(|j.+ l/2)

is analytic in (|j.+ l/2) for Re(|j,+l/2) > 0. Thus (w) and g (u) hav« a region

of analyticity, < Rei> < 6 < 1, in common, where u = |j,+l/2 as before.
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(6.12) K-(>.1/2.tt/2) =yn z"" T^^-^^

p2(i.„/2)

and hence at p =

(6.13) K-(-1/2.tt/2) =yn = Z*(1/2.tt/2).

Since now

(6.1^)

r (22) = ^ 22^r(z)r(a+l/2) ; (cf. [2], P.I.).

we have that

V/TT

It follows therefore, that

(6.15) K-(i^1/2,tt/2) = L 2_
fd-'^/s)

Since^when 6 = Tr/2, k'''(i? -1/2,tt/2) = K"(1/2-m,tt/2) . tlien we have also

(6.16) k'-(u^1/2,tt/2) «= ^P^^ .

I ' 2

It follows from (6,12) and (6.16) that the K's individually reduce

to those in the case of the disc. |_cf. p. 5, eouation (l.lg)]

Finally from (6.7) at 6 = tt/2 we have^ in virtue of (6.15) and (5.5)

A(.) = -a I' 2 ^ '^ 2 Z .

Thus A(.) for e^ = TT/2 checks with the A(i,) of page 7. equation (1. 21).
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7. Series Expanaion of the Potentir;! Integrals

We are now in a position to give explicit power series exjjanaions

for u(r,e ) in the regions indicated in Figure 5

7.1 In Region I (Q < e < 6^. < r < 1 ).

We have denoted hy C. the line 6 + it,
^ p

with -00 < t < 00. Let C^ he that seg-

aent of C. with t confined to -P < t < p,— —
and C he the contoiir shown in Figure 6

helow.

We shall assume in the following that, as

p
p —>oo, the potential integral over C

vanishes**.

Figure 5.

,^-^o

8-ip Figure 6,

Now from e<iuations (3.6) and (6. 7)

(7.1) M(r,«) =
'̂^ r(-i, k

r~''K"(i?-l/2,e^)Py_^(cos Q)

vT^^r^^rrr

9 P
In the region surrounded hy C^ and C , the only poles of the integrand

c -

are at i? = and v = -tf (Q ), where -u (6 ) are the negative eeros of P ..(cos 9 )•mo mo i>-l

K (i>-|.9^) = /2 P_^,2(cos;i^)e-'*'^^^/2^ r(l-u)k-(.^l/2,e^)k-(i^-l/2, ]L^),

so that for < i^ < 1 the function factor has no poles in this region.

** See Note 3, assertionfa-2)

* Since P , (cos e ) = P (cos 9 ) it follows i? (9 ) 's are the positive roots
i>-i -t> mo

of P (cos 9 ),
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Evaluating the integral in (7.1) by residues we have for < r < 1

(7.2) u(r,e)

and < < e ,

00 r'^(«o)j-(_, (e )
1 e ) \(e )(^°^ ^^

r^ m o c, o mo
K"(-|,e^) in=l

u (e,)
m o |-p ^(co3 e )|

When © = Tr/2 the p (6^)*3 are the positive zeros of P (cos Tr/2)
IQ • V

that is, the positive zeros of /tt / r(l+"/2) R-^) (see page 19). Thus

u (e ) = 2m + 1
m

m = 0, 1, 2,

From page 28, equations (6.13) and (6.15) respectively, we have

K''(-1/2,tt/2) = /tt and K~(»-1/2,tt/2) = "^ —^

Therefore

2nH-l

^lY" K"(-2m-3/2,TT/2)

|u= -(?mfi)

= Lim \ (iH-2iiH-l

2ittfl

Lim '(i>f2nH-l) JE
2mfl

ttW ( 2nH-l P2n^l^<^°« Q^

u->^l)\ =°^F^

/. ^Zmfl^'^^^
^^

^ ^ (-1)"
. rf^ri

2m+l2m+l (^)8imT2m4-l v/tt
'^

2

We have therefore at e^ = tt/2

2u 00 „ ^2iiH-l

(7.3) n(r.e) = u - ^ E (-1)°^ ^2n».l^°°'*
^^

P2m.l(°°« «>
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7.2 In Region II

For Region II, Qo < < 1, 6 ^ < tt), eee figure 5\ve have an

expression similar to(7.2), the only difference being that i? ( X ) ia
ft "^ °

substituted for v (6 ) and X. for e , in «f: P .(cos 6 ). This fact follows
m 1 0' ov u—1 o

immediately from the form of the expression for B(») in equation (6,8). Thus

in region II, the expression for u(r,6) is,

(7»
u(r,e)= n-

K"(.

e,<« <", T< 1

7.3 Region III

To arrive at an eigenfunction expansion for u(r,e) in region III

(1 < "r< 00, < 9 < tt), we use the expression for A(u) given in equation

{6,5) instead of the one given in (6.7). Thus we take

A(y)
2Truo

K'(4. e )

^^1^°°^ ^o>

i»inTTU K {v-^t 6 )
i£

Employing this A(u), the integral expression for u(r,«) "becomes,

(7.5) u(r,e) = -^
2TTU

2iTi /
r" P^i(cos ;>^^)P^j,(cos e^) iv

K (-l/2,e^) v/ ysimri? r(i>-l/2.e^)

I'-piane

S-i/f

Figure 7
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Eemem'bering < 6 < 1. then in the region hounded hy C^ and C^ (Figure 7), the

only poles in the integrend occur at u = p for p = l,2j....»It follows, under
p

the assumption that the contrihution of C^ vanishes as p —>oo*, that in the

region < e < IT, r> 1,

-2a 00 _ro^i> ^or^^^^o^ / )P (cos e)

^(r,e) = 0^ ^ r -^^^
.
-^ T-^-^

K"(- |, e^) p=0 (2pfl)K*(2p + I . «o)

^Tl . «o^ P=^ 2pK'*'(2p + 2 • ®o^

where we have separated the odd and even powers of r.

Let us inspect this expression at Qq = f • First of all we know

that

(7.7) P (0) = ^
-. • (Page 19, equation {5.5))

r(f+i)r(^)

It follows P^ ,(0) for p = 1,2 , so that in (7.6) the
2p-l

even powers of r vanish.

Defining- M(p,9 ) to be

P. (cos e )

M(p.e ) = -f j2—
° K*(2p + ie)2'

then at ^ , M(p,Tr/2) reduces to

K(p.V2) = -^
K*(2p +

I , Ti/2)

Now from (6.16) we have

^ r (p + 1)

and from (7.8) we know that

Po.(0) JE
^ r(p*-i)r(|-p)

See Note 3t assertionCa - 2^.
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Hence,

M(p.r/2) = ^ '^^ ^ ,

But from [2] , page 1, we have ,

r(i-P)r(|4p) = W cos -np

rherefore,

M(p,tt/2) = -32 cos Tip = ^=^ p = 0,1,2,3

Hence, for
«o

= | . since K'^(1/2,tt/2)= P(|)=:y;;j equation (6.13)i^

2E
2p+l(7.9) u(r.e) = -;^ H (-1)^^ -§^3^ r"^^ r > 1, < 9 < tt

Equations (7.5) and (7.9), representing the power series expansions of

the potential for the case of the disc ca.n te summed. It can he shown* that for

r < 1 and r > 1 the result is

2u

(7.10) n(r,e) = —~ arctan

r -1 + /(r2-l)2fi+r2cos2e

This is the well known form usually obtained via the use of ellipsoidal
harmonics, [cf. [5}, p. 112."].

8. The Capacitance of the Cone

From equation (7.6) we see that u(r,e) can be written as

(8.1) u(r.O) = iM .2i§a . ....

-2u
(8.2) A(e:) =

K-(-l/2,e^)K"*"(l/2,«^)

Prom this relation it follows (see page 9, equation (2. 3)), that

the capacitance^C(e^), is given by the formalaj

(8.3) c(e ) = ^
)

0<e^<TT .

K-(-i/2,e^)E:-"(i/2.e^)

* See Note k
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Fro!n the definitions of K*(m.,«q) and E'C^i.e^) [equation (4.9) page
IS] we have.

^ ,^^ .

-1/2

where A = tt - 6
o

As a result we may write the capacitance C as

2P ,/j,(co8 e )

(8.M c(e ) = -^i^-2 ^—-
^

At 6 = Tr/2 - that is when the cone hecomea a disc - we know that

K"(-1/2,tt/2) - z"*"(l/2,-rT/2) =7^ .

From (8.3) we have then

(8.5) C(ti/2) =
I '

This is the well known result, [cf. (5) p.lis],

9. The Charge Density at Singular Points of the Cone

It is of interest to see how the charge density "behaves at the apex

and at the circular edge of the cone.

9.1 The Charge Densities at the Apex of the Cone

Employing (7.2) we compute* - —^ ^e'^'^^
< r < 1 will give us the charge density '"(r,© ) on the inside of the cone,

(9.1) u>(r.e^) = ^—J— Z r -^^-^^ UZ/^°- V\Z (-^,e^) m-] mo g^ 1^1 hfc .^ (e )

Employing (7.^^) the charge density on the outside surface of the

cone u)(r,e'*') is*

(9.2) ~(r.e> 4- T^— Zr" ° m Ao 2 56 m ^o \e^Q^

2 aw tf-1 ° U= -1? (i )

* The termwise differentiation with respect to 6 of (7.2)((7.3)) and the setting

of © = e'^(e") to arrive at equation (9.1), ((9.2)) is justified in Note 3

assertions (c-2) and (c-3).



Using the graph on page 108 of [^1 , we can find v. (6 ) and i>, ( ^ ), the
^ •' 1 1

first positive roots of P (cos 6 ) and P (cos /I' ) respectively. With

this knowledge the "behavior at uj(r,e ) and «'(r,e~) as r —> can be

tabulated as follows:

Cos €
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« t r(-t -|.6 ) l-^^i^'^^^^)! ^ _ ^
(9.7) «-(r.e-) = ^ E r "

°T
° 1^-^ ® - *o

' m

Setting r =e for 0<r<l and expressing the Jump ina^(t) in the neigh-

r(-t -3/^9^) |eVl^°°'^^
da(t) '

^ ^ ^^-^1 -.t^
|t=t t •+

fcVi(°°«®^ L = -(t+i)

we can write

(9.8) »(.-'.o:) 2j /%-='da(t) .

Thus in order to ascertain the "behavior of ui(r,0~) in the vicinity

of r=l, we need only find the asymptotic hehavior of a(t). To this end we

first find the asymptotic "behavior of da(t) . .

I* = *m

Now from equation (5.18)jand the fact that K"(-M.,e )

P ,(cos>^)
= p", "(cos Q )

^ (^*%),-- ^ow that, for ^l/2 = ^,
-1/2

(9. 9) r(-(x4)Q^)^ r(:3/^)^-l/2^°°" A(«^)A(X^)(.4r^/|Re(^) >0

1^ P^(co8 e^) = -(u)(i;^l)p;^(co8 9^) , [ti[2\ pa^e 63 J , >

Then,because of the relationCtf OH -p.TJ ^

(9.10) u-^^/(coa 9^) =]^^ cos (i^) O^-tt/4 ^ ^-/zj^l -

0(.-3/2)J^

(where c<0 <'n-€, €>0, w »> - and largi?] < v^

it is easily seen that

»/(9.11) I^P^Ccos 9) = (-1) |_2_ Li, f(^)e . v^
TTWsin 9.

2' 1+ 0(tf~^/^)
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To arrive at the "behavior of r-P ^ (coa 6 )| /^ . -, \ for large
O U IV±

I V= —It +1)
' m

'

t , first note that
m

s" ^^ ° U=-(t +1) ^"-'^ ° U= -(t+1)

since P_y_i(co8 9) = P (cos B). Now the equation (9.10) gives, at least

for Tt/S < 9 < 5/6n, a convergent power series in w, so that termwise

differentiation is uermissable. As a result,

(9-13) |i;P^i(cose^) = -9^rilZ sin((4)e^-5)li*o(u-3/2)
V TTi>sin9 ^ .^ L -^

From (9.9) and (9.11) and (9.13) we h.'ve 'then, as t —•>oo
m

, ,s .M 1 r^V.)P-l/2(-°- VA(a^)A()^^)t^-^/% ^

It can he then shown that

f

Because of (9.5)t equation (9.8) can now he written, in the

vicinity of s = 0, as

. - s

2n2K-(-l/2,9^)y(e^Xo)^^^ ^
^'"

In a similar manner it can he shown that
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2n2 Z- (-1/2.9 ) /(T^f^ ^^"^

At 6 = tt/2 we know that

/— / m2>

K"(-1/2,tt/2) = y/~

A(tt/2) = 1

Thus

i(r.TT/2*) = ««(r,TT/2-)A/
""^

J -

2tt U-r

(page 27)

(equation 6,13 -psige 20)

(see footnote page 21)

^2

Consequently,

u
(9.19) «'(r,TT/2*) = miT.v/2')'^ j/g g^_^

since n3/2) = 1/2/^
,

([2] page 1)

This result is given in [5], p. 112.
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Note I : An Infinite Product Expansion of the Legendre Function of the First Kind

In order to justify writing ^t/2+ ^°°^ ®o^
^^

it is sufficient to prove*, for the variable ^

that P , ,^ (cos B) is of finite order p with < p < 1.
—i/c*r^t — —

If f(M.) is an entire function, then fCM-) is said to he of finite order if

there is a positive numher A such that as
|
^i| —>oo

h) f(^i) = OCe'^^' ).

The order p of fCM-) is defined as the lower hound of all A for which

equation (h) holds. If <_p< 1 and f(w.) is an even function of m> then the

Hadamard Factorization Theorem (Titchmarsh: Theory of Fonctions, page 250) per-

mits the writing of f(pt) as an infinite product in the following form

= ) fl.) = f(0) i, (1 * ^) ezp (^) . I, (1 - t-) exp (^)

where is it assumed that f(0) f 0, The (j, are of course the roots of f(p,),

Now from [2] - page 71 we know, for \^ -l/2| >» 1 and |argM.-l/2|< n, that

Now it is easily verified that the order P of cosJM-e -v/^ is 1,

Furthermore hy the Stirling approximation formula, in the region arg |ij.-l/2| < tt

the factor in (d) containing the gamma functions, hehaves asymptotically like p." '

and hence does not affect the order of P , /n. (cos © ), Thus we can say in
-1/2+M' II

the region |m.-1/21>» 1 and |arg|Ji-l/2l < it, P_-j_/2+ (cos 0^) = (e'^' ) for

arg |p,-l/2| < Tt and |m^1/2| >» 1, Since ^^i/2-hjS^°^ ®o^ ^^ ®^®^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ °^

order 1 and we may apply equation (c) to arrive at (s).

It should he recr^lled that P , /_. (cos 6 ) is for fixed © an entire even
-1/2+M,

function of ji
and that its zeros are given asymptotically hy equation (5.6).
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Note 2: The Asymptotic Behavior of a Certain Infinite Product

In this note we shall prove that

00 / 1 +M./^„(e^) \
a) R(^) = TT V^-^

for IargM,| < tt/2 approaches the constant A(9 ), as \\j.\
—>a>, where

h) A(e ) = TT
m=l — mo

Let us ajake the substitution

t = i

and examine the "behavior of Mj) in the neighborhood of { = for |argil< V2 .

.) Mj)

Now 11(7) can be written as

00 <./-^/'^

V

m

^0

From the eq-oation (5.8) on page 19,

mow
It follows then that the infinite product

=-(m-l/4)

m=l m
a A(e )

converges, 'Furthermore, calling the infinite prod-uct of the second factors in

d), N(0. that is

f) N(0 = TT " ° ^
m=l k(m-l/^)2-

V
^ +11

then it can be shown that N(0 converges uniformly in all C in the region,

largCl <tt/2.

For, N(0 can be written as

CO ( :r-(r^-^/^>^m(«o)l
g) N(o = TT\i-^ ^ ° =^

m=l C(m-l//^)=-+ 1

If we define f (C) as

Here and on page 19, C(Q ) and A(© ) must not be confused with the capacitance or

related q.uantltle8.



t(B-i/M =-+ 1

then Nrt) converges Tiniformly in the region |argft
| £ tt/2 if and only If the

series

iifI

converges uniformly in this region.

Now for large m.hecause of equation (e),

J) |f(0|< -^

|c(ej

t (m-i/^)TT/e^ + 1
I

Since however

k)
I
t (m-l/i;)TT/e^ + ll> I M U-l/MTT/eQ ^ot |arg t

| < tt/2
,

we can conclude,

Thus the series (i) converges uniformly for all C
^
jarg C |< tt/2

and hence so does the right hand side of (g).

We can now write R( t ) as

or R(i) = A(e^) N(C) .

Since N(t) is continuous for all C , largtl<TT/2, then

. Lim E(n) = A(e ) larg(x|<TT/2
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Qn the Convergence of the Integral Representations of the Potential Solution

u(r.Q) and ita Various DeriTatives, and the Verification of the Solution .

In eq-uations (3.6) and (3.?) the potential fTinction for the cone prohlem,

u(r,6) was represented as

(cob e)du < r < 00

u(r,©) =
1;^ A r""B(u)P^^(coBX)du*

< e < e— —

< r < 00

where C. is the contoiar parallel to the Imu axis at F-ei? = 6(6 ). In what follows

we take 6(6 ) = l/2**once end for all.

We shall prove the following assertions:

(a-l)-The integral in (l) ((2)) converges \iniforiiily for r ^ e > and < 6 < 6

(X < y^< ""^ • In particular, therefore

'a(u)'

B(u)

p^^(cos e^)

^^l(°°«)^o^
du

(a-2)- For r > c > the contrilmtion of the integrand in (l)((2)) when integrated

over the circular arc C\_ (C ) approaches zero uniformly in

t>,
-tt/2 < < tt/2 (tt/2 < ^ < 3/2n)as p —> oo. (See Figure 1)

''-plane

*As in our previous notation we take X - "-© snd X = ir-e

* It has heen shown on page 25 of the text that any 6(Q ) such that 0< 6 < 1, will
suffice.

°
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Consequently (l) and (2) may te evaluated "by residues. Equation 7.6 then

yields Lira u(r,e)—^> Tiniformly in 9,

r—^> 00

(b)-Let us call Region 1 (Region 2) the (r,©) domain < ^i<^< oo(0 < ej,< r < 00)

It can then "be shown that the Integrals

(3)A Mv)\ r""p ,
(cos e)dD

A(u) |f r-\_^(co8 e)du

Region 1

B(U)

/c ^^^^

r"^Py_j^(cos J6)du

r"'-'Py_j^(co3 y.)di)

Region 2

are uniformly convergent for r and in regions 1 and 2 respectively. Consequently
d d 32 §2

the operators^ , rs- , t-^ , rs2 t
commute wlthtiie integral operator in equations

(1) and (2) and the result Is continuous for all r and © In the closed regions 1 and

2 respectively. In particular we may say that the integral expressions in (3) and

(U) are continuous across r = 1, together with their first and second derivatives

and the latter ohey Laplace's equation.

(c-i.^ In equations (1) and (2) for r > 1 (r < l) we may deform the contour C. to the
. — — 5

contour ^ /^(C~/^) shown in Figure 2 helow

I'- plane

Fif-i.re 2,
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and

(5) •.e) = |=r2ni
"tt/U

v-1

COS dl

*i

du, r > 1

< e < e

< TT
%o<-X

^^''''-^^=M./"F?M:::;
r< 1

< < 0^

(c-2)-When r>l+c,€>OaiidO<e<©^or Y^ < % i,"^ ve may interchange

the order of integration in (5) with differentiation of any order with respect

to 6 or r, and ohtain the uniform convergence of the resulting integral expression

with respect to these variables \Aien they are ir the given region. The same may

be said for the integral in (6) \^en r,e and )L lie in the closed intervals

0<€<r<l-€ 0<e<e^, y^^ < X i"^ respectively*.

(e-3)— Since the contribution on the contours C^ and C^ to the integrals derived

from (5) and (6) by passing under integral sign with ^ and ^ approaches zero

uniformly for ln(-TT/U < ^ < n/U) and (3^4 1 9 1 5tt/^) we may evaluate the latter by

residaes. Thus in particular equation (7.2) pa£:e 30, and (7.3) page 31, may be

operated on teraswise by Ig- to obtain convergent eigenseries representations

for ^ in regions I and II. The footnote ":elow tells us that these aeries converge

at e = e^(e = e^). 2 j.2

(dJ-For r > 1 the integral representations of 57 ^ ^'^J? ' ge? • *'® continuous

across 9 = 6^,

* Thus in particular

and

^ ^""'^o^ " 2nr

S^^.<^ = 2^

(.,-.„..:i^|.,.
55

r'^'Biv)-
v-r

%/k
"56"

du

•• See Figure 2, pa.gc -VS

*»* See Figure 5, page 29



To prove the assertions (a) thru (c) it will "be nece-.3Sary to have at our

disposal the asymptotic expressions of certain fijnctions which recur frequently.

Let

(7) . - ^ = Pe^^

Then from the facts

(8)

for real values of t and for |
v\ >» 1 , 1

u| »>| tl^|arg-v>j< n,0 < e < «" < tt - c^Cfzjpage^

(9) Py(co3 uj) = P_y^3^(cos u)) ([2] page 56) ^

(10) ,d_ P^^(co8 «>) = (-i;)(i>H)Pl^-'-(co8 ui) ([2] pa^e 63)
.^

and

(11) dp-^(x)

dx yi=
^ pjx)-^^-

yi^
Py^(x) ([2] pa^e 62),

where x = cos 6 we can conclude^

^''^ p„i(cos«-)^£:::i^
p 1/2

p —> 00

+:0
<. ^ < Ti

:Tr < ^ < 2nl *>

(13) dPy_^(c08 «) _ .p"/V1/2 ± ujp sin I'+iO < ^ < TT
j-> °° \-:tt < < 2nJ

(11+) dS* ,(c08 "-) 3/2 ±«"p ain

2

P —> 00

dw

+:0 < <.TT

:Tr £ ^ < 2n

where in. all cases we have left out the constants containing «» and the phase factors

t>5 modulus 1 depending on p and .

Uow we Imow from page (il3) of the text that as |i>| —^> 00

(15)
^K (u-1/2,0^)- (p-1/2)'

.1/2

K~(u-l/2,e^)^ (1/2-u)"^/^

Re(w-l/2)>

He(u-l/2)<

* In the asymptotic forms to follow we shall adhere to the same practice.



Therefore

P —> (»,(-tt/2 < ^ < tt/2)

P —> oo(tt/2 < < 3tt/2\

(16)
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Call f*(f~) the Integrand of equation (1) for Re(i?-l/2)> (Re(i?-l/2)< 0.

Similarly ftC^"). f* (^I«). ^t^C^Li) ^^^ *^e corresponding Integrands olitained
r r rr rr w» wj

from (1) be differentiating under the integral sign.

Asymptotically, as p—>oo, using the formulae already developed we h«ve

(22)

(23)

(2h)

^'"-7372 '

^-Pcos^logr (e^.e)p|3in

'> el!!:!]^ -(Ve)P|Bin0

i
' ^1/2

. elPco-lJlogr (e e)plsin0
V-;i72 « °

(25) ff*
^pV2,-Pco801ogr^-(9^-O)p|8in f)\

\

- _pl/2^-pco8^1ogr^-(eo-e)pl8in 0|

(26)
pl/2^-pcoB)6logr^-(eo-e)p|3in ^\

'yQ ^ • ®

In all cases the plus and minus signs used as superscripts on the f 's are to be

used in conjunction with r> 1 and i< 1 respectively. The plus and minus signs

on the f 's, it should he emphasized, indicate the validity of the asymptotic for-

mulae in the regions Re(i>-l/2) >0 and Re(i>-l/2) < respectively.

With (22) thru (26) it is now a trivial matter to verify (a-l) ^a-2) , (h), (c-1)

(c-2) and (c-3).
2 2

As for (d), we have to prove the continuity of r^ , t^, r^ and -r^ across

9 = 9 , r > 1. First, from (a-l) we know that the integral representation of u(r,6)

is continuous for all r > and all 9 such that < 9 < 9^ and iC < % <^^



Furthermore,

since from equation (6.U)^ giving the explicit formula of 0^(u)^we know that

(u) is analytic in Re(u-l/2)> and has the algebraic growth |u|~ ' in this
"* ~

, d2u , d2ii
region. Finally we consider the difference "between lim rrj and lim -rr^

e -> e* ^^^
Q ->% '^^

These limits exist, as shown aTjove, and the difference is given by the following

expression,

as) A ^-'^'^'^-''"'"1

°tt/U

-B(„)|J.-l'-^>|j^,^].„

But in general, from the Legendre differential equation^

(29) dV, ,(cose) ap (cos «)—^ = ctn e -gfi + (.).(^l)P^^(co9 e)

o6

Because of (?7) above we need only show, therefore that

(30) /^ r-"(u)(y-l) A(u)Pj^ ^(cos e^) - B(i;)Py ^(coe^^) =0

But

(31) A(u)Py_^(cos e^) = B(y)Py_^(cosO^^)

by equation (19) of this note^so thn.t (30 ) is valid. The fact that

^
^r-^ |a(u)P^i(cos QJ -B(^)P^;^(cos)^^)J =

follows also in the same manner from (31) so that finally (d) is completely

proved,

It is hoped there will be no confusion caused by the use of for the argument

of V and <p{v) as the function of V given in equation (3.20).
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Note hi On the Summation of the Series Expansion of the Potential In the Case

of the Disc.

On pag-e 30 equation (7.3) we showed that for the special case of

Q = tt/2, that is when the cone becomes a disc, that

2u 00 2m4-l

a) u(r.«) = u^ - -^ r (-1)"° ^ P^^.Ccos «) , r <1 .

m=0

The purpose of this note is to sketch the procedure used to sum the

series In a) and to show that this sum is given hy

t) u(r,0) =
-f- tan"^ / ,

^

(/ r2-l*y(r2>l)2^/.r2 2
cos e

(see equation 7.10, page 33) t which is the result given "by Sinythe,[5j , page 112.

First of all it is clear that equation a) may he written as

c) u(r,©) = u^ - :;^ ^ i^^ Pgp^i (cos «) /t^ dt

= u. - !^ /^ ijf P^^ (cos e) (it)^^ \ dt .

Now

TTi
1^

tj^Q 2pfl

00 ^00
^

= ZI P^(co8 «)(ir)^+ E^o^lCcoB^) (ir)2P^^

Vl - r^ - 2 ir cos « P=0
^

P=0
^

Thus

d)
'

-
'

=2f: P2p^,(cosG)(ir)2l>^^

"yi-r^ - 2ir cos "/l-r^ + 2ir cos e ^°

Therefore

u(r.e) - u =-^/^^ i - ^, dt

dt

_ \ fl 1 _ 1 7

° [il - t^- 2it cos « Yl-t^ + 2it cos Q) J

2it cos 6
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Using formula 195, page 2? of Pierce's Tables we get

e)

^iV;j
log

gt 21 cos Qt - 271
t

2it cos « - t

F
21t COB fl - t"^

Thus it is easily seen that

f) u(r,0) = u^ + ^ log
1 + ir cot Q vrr 21r cos e - r

1 - ir cos Q -yi - 2ir cos © - r

Note that the denominfitor, in the log of the above expression is the com-

plex conjugate of the numerator.

Now ^ N

tan w = - -iogj^~^f.

On putting the braced expression of equation f ) into the form of the braced

expression immediately above it is easy to see that

where,

,.^ iUrii

- /^^
-f = -Jil-vY ^ W

Thus we may write
2u

h) u(r,9) = u + —2- tan'
TT

_A r cos © -y :i-!i

V~ + (1-ril=lll

He turning for the moment to equation b), since,

tan"-"- e =
I

- tan"-^ | ,
(Pierce 6^5

)

we have froB b)

1) u(r,e) = u - —2- tan"
TT

ySIZ
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Now in order to show that the eipressions for u(r,e) given in h) and i) are

equivalent we need only show that

tan
2,^. ,, / .^ /r CO. a --/ V~ - (1-r-)-xjys^

-^ '

7'- V * (1-r^)

Now

j) tan~ u + tan~ v = tan"

Thus if we show that tifv = 0, we have proved our assertion. But this is easily veri-

fied so we have accomplished our purpose.

For T > 1, 9 = -T an analogous procedure may be used in connection with

aquation (7.9) page 33.
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